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The historic vinyl reissue
VARIOUS ARTISTS-LIVE AT RAUL’S
There's a rich history of CBGB's in New York, the club that
launched a fiery musical movement of punk, new wave, and all
mind-blowing music that changed rock and roll as we know it. And
at the same time, just off the campus of the University of Texas at
Austin, some other bands were also reinventing rock at a joint that
sparked its own fire, drawing visitors like Patti Smith and Elvis
Costello. A young drummer who'd emerged from the progressive
country scene with his own power pop band decided that his
Explosives and some other bands that played Raul's Club on
Austin's "Drag" should be documented on record. So that is how
the legendary Live at Raul's record came to be, featuring the
mighty sounds of The Skunks, Standing Waves, Terminal Mind,
The Next, and The Explosives. All 1,000 copies sold out instantly,
sailing into Texas music history--but why just a thousand? Well,
VARIOUS ARTISTSthe proceeds from those copies were to have funded future
LIVE AT RAUL’S
pressings, but an investor skipped town with all the money, so
(SB-0054)
now, finally, FINALLY, it's time for the rest of the world to
Release date: February 15, 2018
experience Raul's on vinyl, thanks to SteadyBoy Records (whose
Side 1
owner, Freddie Krc, was that young drummer forty years ago).
1. I Go Insane-The Explosives
2. Stand Still-Standing Waves
Texas rock and power pop for now people of the 21st century.
3. Bridges Are for Burning-Terminal Mind
Raul's LIVES!
4. Real Love-The Next
5. Cheap Girl-The Skunks
Side 2
6. Tommy and Toni-The Explosives
7. Young Experience-Standing Waves
8. Radioactive-Terminal Mind
9. Teen Challenge-The Next
10. Push Me Around-The Skunks
steadyboyrecords.com
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